Laying instructions
• For application on special surfaces, consult with Weser’s technical service.
• Work at a temperature of 5 to 30 degrees.
• Use the appropriate De Ryck adhesives and installation products.
• Always use pieces from several boxes to obtain a more uniform result

The surface must be consistent, flat and
clean. It must be dry and free of grease.
If the surface is porous then apply first a
layer of Cemix Primer. Allow to dry for 2
hours and then you can begin.

To size the strips as needed, saw them or
notch them in the back and then break
along the line.

Section off the wall in areas for about five
brick strips. Within these sections you can
work by sight.

Place cut pieces together in a way to
preserve the rustic apsect.

Apply the adhesive in sections of ½ m² so
itdoesn’t dry before you fix the brick strips.
Stains from spotting and spilling can then
still be easily removed.

Cladding with joints: Filling joints is done with
Cemix Unijoint which is mixed with water. Fill
the joints using a mortar plastic bag. Keep
using the same proportion of water to avoid
colour variations.
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Start by making ribs in the glue with a
notched spatula (6 mm for Interfix, 8 mm
for Granulit and 10 mm for Murok).
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When the joint begin to harden, tighten it with
a narrow trowel or simply with the wooden
handle of a brush. Do not touch the joints as
they are fresh and they have not sufficiently
cured. If the cladding is stained by the mortar,
wipe gently with a sponge soaked in water.

Clean away the extra mortar with a stiff dry
brush before it has completely dried.

Then apply the strip in a sliding motion.
Always start with the corners and mix strips
from different boxes.
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For the heavier stone products of the Murok
range the installation with the back-butter
technique is required. This means that the
glue must be applied as well on the back of
the slips as on the wall-surface.

Interfix: the joints can be filled in the
traditional manner. Or the Interfix glue can
be stroked smooth in the joint. Do this with
a damp finishing brush, such that the glue
seals with the edge of the strip.

In this way you can monitor if the strips are
well attached to the wall.

Outside walls should always be sealed with
Silifin. The wall must be completely dry
before you apply the Silifin with a brush
until thoroughly covered.

